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DLF Westend Heights : Affordable Apartments Bangalore : New Town Bangalore : Bangalore
Housing

DLF Westend Heights New Town offers 2 & 3 bedroom apartments ranging from 1085 to 1820 square feet.
It is G+19 storeys with excellent amenities.
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DLF Westend Heights Project 
DLF brings its new residential project Westend Heights New Town in Bangalore. DLF Westend Heights
New Town offers 2 & 3 bedroom apartments ranging from 1085 to 1820 square feet. It is G+19 storeys
with excellent amenities. DLF New Town is a premium residential township with a appending Spanish
style of architecture against a backdrop of fabulous gardens. It features an open-layout with buildings being
placed in a manner that there is no overlooking and most of the apartments enjoy the views of structured
landscaping.

DLF Westend Heights Location
 3.5 km from Apollo Hospital, 4 km from IIM-B, 6.5 km from Jayadeva Flyover, 8 km from Electronics
City, 9.5 km from Forum Mall, 13 km from MG Road, 16 km from Railway Station / Bus Stand, 50 km
from Airport.

DLF Westend Heights Common Amenities 
Clubhouse with indoor facilities like gymnasium, banquet hall, restaurants, Billiards room, cards room,
Spa, massage and beauty parlor, swimming pool, healthcare centre, shopping complex, play area, iptv,
safety & security, cctv, intercom facility, street lighting, earth quake resistant construction, state of art
infrastructural facilities, 24 hrs power back up, 24 hrs water supply and water treatment plant, municipal
water and Rainwater harvesting.

DLF Westend Heights Plans
Types----------Size(sq.ft)------Price INR(sq.ft)
2b+2T-----------------1085-----------------2100     
2b+2T-----------------1225-----------------2100      
3b+2T-----------------1365-----------------2100 
3b+2T-----------------1395-----------------2100 
3b+3T-----------------1575-----------------2100
3b+3T-----------------1585-----------------2100
3b+3T-----------------1620-----------------2100
3b+3T+S.Room----1820-----------------2100
3b+3T+S.Room----1820-----------------2100

About DLF Developer 
DLF Projects include world class DLF Homes, DLF Apartments, DLF Flats, DLF Offices and fully
equipped DLF Buildings and Towers for residential as well as commercial purposes. DLF Projects were
commenced six decades ago with the DLF Constructions undertaking the residential colonies in Delhi in
the area of Hauz Khas, Kailash Colony, and Greater Kailash etc. With the success of DLF Constructions
and DLF Housing, Today DLF Projects include verticals like DLF Retail, Hospitality, DLF Malls, DLF
Homes and DLF Houses. The discussion on DLF Projects deserves a mention of DLF SEZ-Special
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Economic Zones where DLF Group has Projects to offer complete business solutions by providing
excellent infrastructure lie flyovers, roads etc so that development in that area can be facilitated.

About Affinity Solutions (P) Ltd 
Affinity Consultant is a Real Estate Consultant in India operating since last 10 years. A.K. Jain heads a
team of dedicated professionals with more than 10 yrs of experience in real estate services handling the
entire project in India. Affinity Solutions (P) Ltd. is a paramount name among Indian real estate consultants
and service providers with all leading brands likes DLF, Parsvnath, Ansal, Omaxe, TDI, Unitech, Emaar
MGF, Amrapali, Indu, Indiabulls, Lodha, Mantri, Mahagun etc. The company employs real estate agents
who help customers buy, sell and rent their flats, apartments, bungalows, floors and plots. It helps people
buy cheap flats and apartments in delhi ncr region like Noida, greater Noida and Gurgaon. The company
caters to the needs of its customers and amends all its services according to that. Apart from providing
cheap apartment for rent and low budget flats, it assists customers to buy or sell plots in dlf phase in and
around Delhi NCR region.

For More Information Contact 
AFFINITY SOLUTIONS (P) LTD 
Mr. Moses.v - 9741773331 (Bangalore Office)
Mr. A.K. Jain – 9811159064 (New Delhi Office) 
16469150050 (US), 442030516831 (UK)
http://www.affinityconsultant.com
affinitycredit@yahoo.co.in

# # #
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